In this study, effects of some of the foot modelling assumptions on the ankle kinematics and dynamics are investigated based on the experimental data. For the kinematics analysis, the appropriateness of the stationary axis of rotation of the human ankle flexion is examined. Moreover, an interpolated function which is capable of predicting the directional changes of this axis is proposed. For the dynamics analysis, two main modelling assumptions of the number of the foot segments and the dimension of the foot model are the subject of the study. To this end, the ankle joint torque and power are selected as the comparison indicators and inverse dynamics analyses are carried out. The analyses show that the number of segments of the foot model does not have a considerable effect on the calculated ankle joint torque. On the other hand, the calculated ankle power is highly affected by both of the segmentation and the dimension of the foot model.
Introduction
In the past years, different foot models for gait kinematics and dynamics studies have been introduced in the literature [6, 12, 18, 20, 23, 25, 27, 30, 31] . In most of these human gait analyses, ankle joint has been modelled based on a revolute joint [15, 19, 27] , two revolute joints with non-orthogonal axes of rotations [7, 9, 24] , or a spherical joint [26, 30, 31] . The popularity of modelling the ankle joint with the lower kinematics pairs are mainly due to their less-complex kinematics behaviour which make them simpler to be implemented in the human gait simulations and analyses. On the other hand, the applicability and appropriateness of these ankle models for the specific applications of interest are not well validated. More rigorous ankle kinematics analyses reported that the instantaneous axis of rotation (IAR) of the foot with respect to the tibia does not have a fixed orientation and location during the ankle rotation, even in the cases of pure flexion, pronation/supination or internal/external rotation performances [21, 22] . A mean orientation is usually selected when the ankle axis of rotation is modelled by a revolute joint.
Furthermore, on the foot modelling side, different models are proposed and used in the literature. Several studies have been done based on the point or circular shape foot models which cannot well capture the contact properties of the gait [12, 14, 28] . One-segment [5, 31] , two-segment [27, 30] , or three-segment foot models [6] are also proposed in the literature. Some studies suggested more segments for the foot [18, 20, 23, 25] , for instance, the eight-segment foot by MacWilliams et al. [18] . Most of the multi-segment foot models have been used for kinematics analysis of the foot. Very few investigations have been done on the foot dynamics. Using multi-segment foot models to capture kinematics of the gait requires enough attention and study to appropriately place markers on the foot. As foot inter-segment movements are mostly in a narrow range, the marker placement should be well studied in these models to avoid drastic measurement errors. Furthermore, as the motion of some segments cannot be directly captured, approximations are used which the result is error-prone. Although the human gait can be simulated using the introduced models, still more improved models are needed as many simulations are for single step and not multiple step gait cycles [2, 15] . This drawback can be due to the fact that, in some situations, existing models may predict unrealistic foot kinematics and dynamics. Furthermore, although the three-dimensional multi-segment human model, as the most complex model, exists, a simple foot model consisting of one segment is mostly used for dynamics analysis [19, 31] . This might not fully characterize different phenomena in the human walking.
Foot models are mainly developed based on the following three assumptions: type of the ankle joint, number of segments, and dimension of the model. Conclusions have been drawn using these models while not enough justifications on the appropriateness of the utilized models were usually provided. Sensitivity of the predicted behaviours of these foot models with respect to each of the assumptions has not been completely understood. In the current paper, the aim is to further study the foot models which are widely used in the literature for certain kinematics and dynamics analyses. To this end, for the ankle joint kinematics, the leg-foot flexion motion is further analyzed in order to better understand the complex behaviour of the ankle during the gait. The ankle flexion motion is studied as the gait is accomplished mostly by this mode of rotation. An interpolated function to characterize the IAR of the foot with respect to the tibia is proposed. This function can be easily personalized and used for any other subject under the study. For dynamics studies, an inverse dynamics analysis is performed by calculating the ankle joint torque and power, as two comparison indicators. Comparison between the predicted results by these models are carried out. This can better demonstrate the differences in the predicted dynamics when different assumptions are made for foot modelling. Furthermore, by the aid of these analyses, more insight into drawbacks of these models and the appropriateness of them for different applications in the gait analysis can be gained.
Kinematics and Dynamics Formulation
Different methods to calculate the direction of the Instantaneous Axis of Rotation (IAR) which is in the same direction as the angular velocity of a rigid body exist in the literature. In this study, the angular velocity of a rigid body is calculated based on positions and velocities of three non-collinear points of the body, denoted by p 1 , p 2 , p 3 andṗ 1 ,ṗ 2 ,ṗ 3 , respectively. These positions and velocities are stored in matrices
Now, if we define R = PP T , and J = tr(R)E − R, where E is the identity matrix, tr and vect are the trace and vector operators respectively, the angular velocity of the body can be expressed as [3] 
The ankle joint torque and power are common indicators in the human gait dynamics analysis [8, 11] . For a one-segment foot model, based on the application of the angular momentum theorem on the foot segment, the ankle joint torque can be formulated as
where T a is the ankle torque, T r is the resultant ground reaction moment at the center of mass of the segment, r ca is the position vector from the center of mass to the ankle position, F a is the ankle joint force, I is the foot tensor of inertia at the center of mass and ω is the angular velocity vector of the foot segment. If the foot-ground contact interaction is measured through force plates, as is the usual case in inverse dynamics studies, the resultant ground reaction moment can be expressed as
where T f is the ground reaction moment with respect to the center of the force plate, r cf is the position vector from the center of mass to the center of the force plate and F f is the foot-ground contact force. The formulation can be extended for the two-segment foot as
where r c1a is the position vector from the center of mass of the hindfoot (segment 1) to the ankle position, r c1m is the position vector from the center of mass of the first foot segment to the metatarsal position, F m is the metatarsal reaction force, T m is the metatarsal torque, r c2m is the position vector from the center of mass of the forefoot (segment 2) to the metatarsal position, ω i is the vector of angular velocity of the ith foot segment, I i is the moment of inertia of the ith foot segment, F s2 , a 2 , and g are the weight, acceleration of the second segment and the gravity vector respectively. Due to low inertial effects of the forefoot segment, the ground reaction forces are assumed to act on the hindfoot only. The ankle joint torque for foot models with more segments can be similarly derived as well. Power done by muscles acting on the ankle joint can be formulated as, P = T a · ω rel , where ω rel is the relative angular velocity of the foot with respect to the tibia.
Motion Capture and Data Analysis
To capture the leg and foot motion, which is of main interest to us, the skin markers need to be placed on them based on the chosen foot model as well as the marker placement protocol. This means that even for the same foot model, different kinematics can be obtained due to the differences in the chosen anatomical landmarks where markers are placed. Marker protocols are selected based on the model and the anatomy of the foot and the leg. While number of segments of the model determines the minimum required number of markers, not a unique marker placement protocol would exist for the same model. The landmarks for the tibia are usually identical in all different protocols which are selected as tibial tuberosity, lateral tibia, and medial tibia (Fig 1) . The main difference stemmed from the marker attachment on the foot. For one-segment foot models, usually three markers are attached to the medial calcaneus, lateral calcaneus, and between the bases of the second and third metatarsal joints [29] (p1: Fig 1(a) ). For two-segment foot models, two protocols are more popular. For the hindfoot segment, while the first two markers in both protocols are mounted on the medial and lateral calcaneus, the third marker could be attached either on the posterior calcaneus (p2: Fig 1(b) ) or the base of the fifth metatarsal joint (p3 : Fig 1(c) ) [26, 29] . The former protocol can be used for the hindfoot of three-segment foot models as well [6] . As the ankle dynamics is under the study, well capturing the hindfoot motion is more critical than the forefoot. For the forefoot, the landmarks to place the markers are selected as medial calcaneus, anterior tubercle calcaneus, and between and 10mm proximal to 2nd and 3rd metatarsal. A combination of all mentioned marker protocols are considered for our motion capture trial. As a result, the data associated with different subsets of these markers can be selected and used for analyses of each of the foot models. In this way, the utilized data in the analyses of different foot models are captured at the same trial which make the comparison more meaningful.
For our analyses, the motion was recorded by means of 12 OptiTrack FLEX:V100R2 cameras sampling at 100Hz. Two force plates AMTI AccuGait located on a walkway were used to measure the ground reaction forces. The force plate data are synchronized with the stored trajectories. Both set of data are expressed in a same orthogonal global frame. Markers were attached to the human body according to the defined model segments and the selected protocol. Two sets of experiments are conducted. First, a seated 71 kg healthy male adult with no history of gait abnormality is asked to perform a flexion tibia-foot motion for 5 complete cycles. The fifth cycle is excluded and considered as the control data. A tibia reference frame centred at marker 8 is defined based on the following unit vectors e y = r 86 × r 84 r 86 × r 84 , e x = r 84 r 84 , e z = e x × e y (5) in which r 84 = r 4 − r 8 and r 86 = r 6 − r 8 , where r i is the position vector associated with the marker i. Also, an ankle reference frame is defined as follow
Second, the subject is asked to walk normally through the walkway and the gait is captured via the system. This is used for the ankle dynamics analyses.
During gait, skin motion and muscle deformations cause relative motions of the markers with respect to the skeleton. This is regarded as one of the most critical sources of error in the human movement analysis. Different methods can be used to reduce the noise in the data, e.g., digital filters, splines, or singular spectrum analysis techniques [1] . The position signal contains a noise that has a similar frequency response as the motion itself. In this work, the captured data is filtered via a sixth order Butterworth method, with the cut-off frequency of 10 Hz, to smooth the trajectories from the noises. On the other hand, kinematic errors (that are intrinsic to the motion capture process) affect the estimation of the joints position, and lead to violations of the kinematic constraints. The existence of such kinematic errors are mainly due to the measurement errors of the motion capture system, skin artifact effects, and inter-bone movements which are not modelled. In order to avoid such a kinematic inconsistency problem, a new set of coordinates is calculated by imposing the kinematic consistency at position level through a minimization problem. To this end, each set of markers which are assumed to be attached to the same body segment, needs to obey the general rigid body assumption. This means that markers on the same rigid body should preserve the relative distances during the gait. By enforcing the markers to satisfy this set of constraints, new marker trajectories (q) can be found in which the skin artifact effects are reduced and the kinematic consistency is ensured. The kinematic consistency at position level can be achieved through a minimization problem as [1] 
where Φ is the constraint equations vector, q f is the filtered position of the markers in the inertial reference frame,q is the new marker positions assuring kinematic consistency, and W is a weighting diagonal matrix. Finally, a fitted spline function on the marker trajectories is differentiated to obtain the velocities and accelerations of the points. To carry out dynamics calculations, all the required inertial properties and segment dimensions are selected based on the existing anthropometric data [10] with some adjustments (Table 1 ). The moment of inertias are expressed in the local axes. Furthermore, the location of the ankle joint and the center of mass of the foot segments are both estimated based on the formulations introduced in [29] .
Results and Discussions

Ankle Kinematics
Variations of the ankle IAR during the foot flexion expressed in the tibia reference frame are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The non-stationary nature of the ankle IAR indicates that considering a revolute joint for the tibia-foot flexion motion is not the most appropriate model and can give rise to considerable errors. Here, we find an interpolated function which can characterize the direction of the IAR at each flexion angle (Figures  3a-3c) . By this approach, instead of using a stationary axis of rotation (based on the mean directions over the range of flexion), a non-stationary axis can be considered in which a function predicts its direction at 
where f (θ) n (n = x, y, z) is the function which characterizes the ankle flexion IAR in each of the x, y, z directions expressed in the tibia reference frame, θ is the angle between the foot and the tibia defined as the angle between r 56 and r 57 . Furthermore, a in , b in , c in , (i = 1, ..., 3) are coefficients obtained based on the experimental data. For any other subject, with different anatomical specifications, these coefficients need to be experimentally determined. For the subject under the study, these coefficients have been found using MATLAB R curve fitting toolbox capabilities (Table 2) . Furthermore, the mean direction of the ankle axis of rotation is determined. This direction is usually used for the revolute joint models at the ankle. Finally, the ankle IARs based on the set of the control data are determined as well. The IAR suggested by the interpolated formulation, as well as the IAR of the control data set, and the mean direction of the ankle axis are illustrated in Figures 4a-4c . The interpolated function shows acceptable agreement with the new set of experimental control data, while the mean axis cannot capture the natural behaviour of the foot-tibia motion. Furthermore, the Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) for both the interpolated function and the mean direction are calculated with respect to the control data ( Table 3 ). The RSS indicates how much the interpolated function or the mean value is deviated from the set of experimental control data. Using the proposed function, the RSSs associated with each direction are much lower than the mean directions. This further emphasizes that the proposed approach can characterize the ankle flexion kinematics more realistically. This approach can be easily personalized for any other subject and be used in different studies and applications. 
Ankle Dynamics and Energetics
Here, the effects of the main foot modelling assumptions on the ankle dynamics are investigated. These assumptions are the foot segmentation and the dimension of the model. To analyze the effects of the foot segmentation, two models, namely, one-segment and two-segment foot models are selected. For the twosegment foot model, two marker placement protocols on the hindfoot are mostly used in the literature (p2 & p3). The ankle joint torque and power are calculated for the gait stance phase. Considering one-and twosegment foot models, almost no considerable differences in the ankle torques are observed while the calculated ankle powers are considerably different (Fig. 6(a) ). Although considering multiple segments in the foot models can better capture the foot inter-segment movements and moments [4, 11, 17, 18, 27, 29] , our study shows that this modelling assumption does not have considerable effects on the ankle joint torque calculations in an inverse dynamics approach. Based on the dynamic formulations in Eqs. (2) and (4), and considering the fact that the foot segments contain light masses (Table 1 ), the foot segmentation should not have much effect on the calculated ankle joint torque. Our experimental results show that while the order of magnitude of the inertial effects are 10 −1 N.m, the moment of the ground contact forces could be as big as 100 N.m. As a result, for those type of analyses with specific interest on the ankle torques, foot segmentation does not influence the results. In [8] , this was shown by experimental results based on the motion capture data and not a solid dynamic analysis for the justification. Our study suggests that multi-segment foot models do not bring much accuracy to the ankle dynamics but to the inter-segment kinematics and joint dynamics.
It should be noted that analyzing two-segment foot models can give insight into the behaviour of models with more segments too. Increasing the number of segments does not affect the ankle torque due to the mentioned negligible inertial effects of the additional forefoot segments. On the other hand, in both of the two-and multi-segment foot models, usually the calcaneus bone is selected as the hindfoot segment. As a result, the additional segments introduced in these models have the main contribution on inter-segment effects. Having this said, as the ankle power depends on the angular velocity of the hindfoot segment and not the other forefoot segments, the calculated ankle powers for the two-or multi-segment foot models should not differ considerably.
Next, the effects of the dimension of the model on the predicted ankle torque and power are investigated.
To this end, two-dimensional and three-dimensional foot models are considered. For the three-dimensional foot model, the contribution of each direction to the total power ankle are illustrated individually as well ( Fig. 6(b)-(d) ). These are calculated based on the projected angular velocities and ankle torques into the corresponding planes. In both models, the foot is considered as one segment which is connected to the tibia via a revolute or spherical joint, respectively. For the two-dimensional model, less number of markers (three markers located on the tibia and the foot, namely, markers 5, 6, and 7) are needed (Fig. 1 ). In this model, the angular velocity is calculated based on the rate of change of the ankle angle. As it can be observed ( Fig. 5(d) and Fig. 6(a) ) the dimension of the model affects both the calculated ankle torque and power. While the two-dimensional foot model is able to only capture the sagittal ankle torque and power, the other two torque and power components, namely the frontal and the transversal, can only be captured via using the three-dimensional foot models. The existence of these non-negligible values of the frontal and transversal ankle torque and power, which contribute to the total values, could further highlight the effects of this modelling assumption on the predicted foot dynamics. If the norm of the total ankle torque and the total power for the three-dimensional model is compared with the two-dimensional one, the differences at some instances can be as big as 30% and 50% respectively. Two-dimensional foot models are commonly used in the literature due to the simplifications they bring for the kinematic and dynamic formulations, as well as the motion capture procedures [13, 31] . This study shows that both the calculated ankle torques and powers could be very much affected by the dimension of the model. This is due to the off-sagittal plane components of both the foot movements and the ground reaction forces and moments. Finally, this study further emphasizes that the calculated power is not only sensitive to the foot model, but also to the marker placement protocol. Consequently, for the same foot model, different angular velocities, and as a result powers, can be obtained when different marker protocols are used. Considering two sets of foot marker protocols labelled as p2 and p3, both for the same two-segment foot model, the calculated foot angular velocity, and consequently ankle power, can be very much different (Fig. 5(a)-(c) and Fig. 6(a) ). This further highlights the importance of selecting an appropriate marker placement protocol for the ankle kinematics and dynamics analyses.
Conclusions
Effects of some of the foot modelling assumptions on the ankle kinematics and dynamics were investigated in this study. The analyses were carried out based on the experimental data of a motion capture system. The appropriateness of modelling the human ankle joint based on a stationary axis of rotation was investigated. Moreover, we proposed an interpolated function which is capable of predicting the directional changes of the ankle axis during the foot flexion. Furthermore, two main modelling assumptions of the number of the foot segments and the dimension of the foot model were the subject of the foot dynamics analyses. The ankle joint torque and power were selected as the comparison indicators and inverse dynamics analyses were carried out. We showed that the number of segments of the foot model does not have a considerable effect on the calculated ankle joint torque while the ankle power can be considerably affected by both of the foot segmentation and the dimension of the foot model.
